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Warrant issued to arrest YBN International Ireland directors
After being on holidays for the past two weeks and also as a lack of publishable content regarding Global
Mobile Vision I have not published any

As an update to this story, I noticed this morning in yesterday’s Irish Times Business section the Irish Times
have run a side piece regarding YBN International Ireland Ltd, a company which is connected to Global
Mobile Vision/GM Interactive.

Transcript of the article follows:
=======
Warrant issued to arrest directors

A warrarant for the arrest of two company directors was issued by Judge Alison Lindsay in the Circuit Civil
Court yesterday.
John King, solicitor for HRM Recruitment Group, Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin, told the court that Esther
Crownborne, and Deborah King, both of The Boulevard, French Park, Dublin 5, had ignored a court order.
He said the court had directed them as directors of YBN International Ireland Ltd., Nangor Road, Crumlin,
Dublin, to attend court yesterday to face cross-examination to ascertain the income of their company, but they
had failed to turn up.
Earlier the court heard that judgement for €31,000 and €590 costs had been obtained against YBN
International by HRM Recruitment.
Judge Lindsay said she would issue a warrant for the arrest of both women and direct gardaí to bring them to
court to show why they should not be committed to prison for contempt of court.
=======

This is quite a turn up for the books in regard YBN International Ireland Ltd. YBN International was a
streaming broadcast company that was bought by a group of people. Since then it has changed directors.

The sellers of the YBN company are in legal proceedings against GMV due to alleged non-full payment of
due monies, after the sale of YBN.



Both Esther Crownborne, and Deborah King are involved with Global Mobile Vision, the company who was
being investigated by the Department of Enterprise from the Irish government, for “allegations of harassment
and bullying“.
Esther Crownborn is the domain registrant of GMVINTERACTIVE.COM, another of the Global Mobile
Vision domainnames.

This is another case where a recruitment company has sued YBN International or GMV for loss of earnings.
Village Magazine, on the 18th of June, ran a story regarding IT Talent, as one of the many companies now
looking for payment from GMV.

And as always, this is published from a reputable news source!

This entry was posted on Sunday, July 17th,  2005 at 10:50 am and is filed under bernard, politics/world affairs, irishblogs,
globalmobilevision, globalmobilevision.com. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed.  You can leave a
response, or trackback from your own site.

107 Responses to “Warrant issued to arrest YBN International Ireland directors”

1. Daaaaaaavid Says: 
July 18th,  2005 at 8:32 am

The arrogence of these people is incredible .

Do they think that the law does not apply to them .

What did they think would happen by ignoring court orders .

2. HRM Says: 
July 18th,  2005 at 8:44 am

HRM are one of the big recruiters in Ireland.

It appears that they are not going to let this go .

YBN International also has other judgements outstanding against them .

3. ltman Says: 
July 18th,  2005 at 10:17 pm

I personally think they have leftthe country and plan not to come back.

4. 3 wise men Says: 
July 19th,  2005 at 3:47 am

A little bird tells me their still here..well some of them..(the 2 guys)

But my guess is those two girls (Esther Crownborne, and Deborah King) may be ‘out for lunch’ at the
moment..i wouldnt expect to see them anytime soon.

5. Irate Visioneer Says: 
July 19th,  2005 at 9:55 am

This is incredible .
Is this allowed to happen in Ireland .



What about that Fitzgerald guy aswell ?

6. 3 wise men Says: 
July 19th,  2005 at 2:02 pm

has anyone noticed on the paula white site any refernce to GMV has been dropped

http://www.paulawhite.org/

also thr work that was done for paula white has been taken down from GMV

http://paulawhite.gmvstreaming.com/index.jsp

:)

7. 3 wise men Says: 
July 19th,  2005 at 3:52 pm

The crownborns are now in the states, and where planning on sending out termination letters to the
current employees (allegedly), then open up a new business and send out new contracts(allegedly), the
deal being they would stay in america whilst a small bunch of irish staff worked from here with monthly
trips to america(allegedly)..Majority of the staff have resigned in the past month, same story as
before..their still awaiting payment of wages and expenses…

8. Irate Visioneer Says: 
July 19th,  2005 at 4:37 pm

How is this possible that they can walk away like that
All the authorities have been alerted to their activities for months
Court judgements have been made agaist them

Many people have been ripped off by these people

9. ltman Says: 
July 20th,  2005 at 4:11 pm

3 wise man has it right that was some cock and bull story about termination letters were only sent out so
that we would be rehired, with another compnay and continue to work from ireland (allegedly). This
was done allegedly to limit their liability so I was told. Its incredible they can get away with it , lets
hope they don’t. Senior Mgt was full of it from day one.. should have known then,

10. Corpoate law Says: 
July 21st,  2005 at 11:20 am

Who represents these guys legallY?

what a shambles

11. intercuts Says: 
July 21st,  2005 at 3:28 pm

Is this the same YBN that used to be owned by Patrick Stuart (Stewart?) when it was associated with
The Yard?



12. 3 wise men Says: 
July 21st,  2005 at 6:50 pm

Their legally represented by http://www.lavellecoleman.ie/

13. Corpoate law Says: 
July 22nd, 2005 at 9:20 am

Yes correct patrick stuart was ” the Yard “

14. Corpoate law Says: 
July 22nd, 2005 at 9:23 am

This is waht lavell coleman say on their site

What an ironic statement ! I wonder if they get paid at others expense

At Lavelle Coleman we understand the importance of the efficient repayment of debts and offer a
comprehensive service to creditors finding themselves with unresolved bad debt problems. Whatever the
sum involved we strive to ensure payment of all monies due and owing to the creditor. Initially we will
issue a letter of demand, which will be followed up with various courses of action.

We are conscious of the expense of proceedings and will endeavour to negotiate a settlement with the
debtor. However, sometimes proceedings must be set in train, and if this is so, our Debt Collection
Department have experts in the options open to creditors to procure payment, once judgement is secured
including the following:

Publication of the debt in Stubbs Gazette
Instructing the Sheriff to seize the debtor’s goods
Obtaining a Judgement Mortgage
Securing an Order to pay by instalments
Liquidation
Bankruptcy

15. Harry Says: 
July 25th,  2005 at 8:06 pm

I wonder if they’re ‘hiding out’ in their castle in Athlone. They have sent bs p45’s out to employees,
with amounts that say they paid all monies due and taxes in full - and they were hand-written! Some of
the employees are earned over two months pay still AND the taxes were never paid either! F’ing people
should be rotting in prison!

16. Daaaaaavid Says: 
July 26th,  2005 at 4:04 pm

I expect that nobody is looking for them and nobody gives a toss

Banana republic

shambles and fraud

what about that Alex fitzgerald ?

17. tp Says: 



July 27th,  2005 at 12:20 pm

seemingly some ex-employees got p45s and payslips recently (not for the full amount owed though). the
scary bit is that there was no salary to accompany the payslip! Looks like they are just keeping the
revenue happy and leaving the wee folk to fight their own battles..

sigh. whatever did happen to harney’s investigation?

18. Daaaaaavid Says: 
July 27th,  2005 at 4:28 pm

what investigation ?

19. Justice Says: 
July 28th,  2005 at 1:01 am

don’t lose heart on this matter yet, it’s up to THE WEE FOLK to keep putting pressure on and not lie
down and accept the way people have been treated. This is the problem in this country we lie down and
accept it.
Hearney’s investigation ? Why don’t you make a phone call and find out, let your voice be heard and
that goes for anyone else who this case is of interest to.

KEEPING FIGHTING ON .GOOD LUCK TO YOU ALL.

20. Harry Says: 
August 1st,  2005 at 12:24 am

All ex employees, if the P45 you received is incorrect and you still have not received you payment you
need to write to the Tax office asap. Until they receive correspondence from at least 10 ex employees
they will not investigate this matter further!

21. Irrate ex-employee Says: 
August 1st,  2005 at 7:16 pm

What if you haven’t received a p45 yet???
I got one of their stupid letters, no signature, no company directors at the bottom, no vat number or
company registration, printed on plain old copy paper!!! Its not worth the paper its printed on.
No money, no p45 no answers!!! What the hell are we all supposed to do. These people have left the
country, left a lot of people screwed and a huge debt to many companies. Whats to stop them doing this
scaming elsewhere???
They have to be stopped and made be accountable for their crimes because they are criminals at the end
of the day!! They have stollen from employees and businesses and are sitting pretty in America while
we all run around looking to the TD’s and revenue to help us recoup some of our losses!
This must not be allowed to continue as they will do it again.
They must be tracked down.
Has anyone phoned this Alex Fitzgerald, his number is on the website?
What is his part in all of this as his name is associated with the website surely he should be held
accountable if he is the contact for these people in this country????

22. Justice Says: 
August 2nd, 2005 at 12:43 am

Irrate Ex-employee



Its sounds like you were one of the small group who stayed untill the very end and I really don’t
understand why. Most people could smell a rat after a few weeks.
I dont really know what you can do if you have’nt got your p45.
There are 25 cases in the labour courts at the moment’some of the people have got calls for the case to
be heard in september.
Have you got in contact with anybody in the group who brought this into the open,if you have’nt do so.
On the matter of Alex Fitzgerald, why don’t you try ringing him yourself and let us know how you get
on.

23. ex employee Says: 
August 2nd, 2005 at 4:55 am

They pulled the same stunts at YBNInternational.

Before transferring to GMV.

Is anyone familiar with an alias - PAULA AND DAVID ADLER?????

About Fitzgerald. I think he lives locally, shouldn’t be to hard to track!

Needs to be sorted out!

24. Daaaaaavid Says: 
August 2nd, 2005 at 10:01 am

Who is the Civil Servent who is investigating ?

25. Daaaaaavid Says: 
August 2nd, 2005 at 11:41 am

Alex Fitzgerald lives in Kennelworth , Rathmines

26. Daaaaaavid Says: 
August 2nd, 2005 at 11:52 am

that was the last time i heard , maybe he moved tho

27. Another ex-employee Says: 
August 2nd, 2005 at 3:14 pm

Did some more searching last night and found a glut of companies registered to this shower of thieves.

YBNI MOBILE VISION LIMITED
Registered No. 05189079[ Status: Not Analysed ]
15 JUNCTION PLACE HASLEMERE SURREY GU27 1LE GU27 1LE

THE YBN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Registered No. 05079609[ Status: Not Analysed ]
57B HURSTBOURNE ROAD, FOREST HILL, LONDON LONDON ENGLAND SE23 2AA SE23
2AA

YBN INTERNATIONAL GROUP LIMITED
Registered No. 05157236[ Status: Not Analysed ]
15 JUNCTION PLACE HASLEMERE SURREY GU27 1LE GU27 1LE



YBN INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN MEDIA SOLUTIONS LIMITED
Registered No. 05155704[ Status: Not Analysed ]
15 JUNCTION PLACE HASLEMERE SURREY GU27 1LE GU27 1LE

YBNI TECHNOLOGIES & SOLUTIONS LIMITED
Registered No. 05170249[ Status: Not Analysed ]
15 JUNCTION PLACE HASLEMERE SURREY GU27 1LE GU27 1LE

GMV INTERACTIVE MARKETING LIMITED
Registered No. 05432391[ Status: Not Analysed ]
SUITE B, 29 HARLEY STREET LONDON W1G 9QR

GMV MULTIMEDIA LIMITED
Registered No. 05432384[ Status: Not Analysed ]
SUITE B, 29 HARLEY STREET LONDON W1G 9QR

GLOBAL MOBILE VISION LIMITED
Registered No. 05214609[ Status: Not Analysed ]
27 OLD GLOUCESTER STREET LONDON WC1N 3XX WC1N 3XX

All of these companies are registered to Eshter Crownborn, Paula Esther Crownborn, Deborah King and
Deborah May King. No sign of the 2 boys being directors anywhere on here. Also YBN International
Ireland Limited is registered as having an office at 9c Beckett Way Parkwest D12.

They seem to have a lot of companies registered but to what aim????

Also there are no phone numbers attached but the Global Mobile Vision one had updated its files on the
25 July 2005 with a change of Directors. It cost 18 pounds to access this extra info and I for one am not
willing to waste any more money on this crowd!!!

All this can be found on www.ukdata.com

Is there any other way to find out this sort of info without paying through the nose for it?

Both the Women are registered at Dublin 15 addresses but also at a Pearse St D1 address and a London
address. Many pseudos and many faces!!!!

28. Harry Says: 
August 2nd, 2005 at 8:36 pm

What ever happened to Faith and Jim, didn’t they both work for them in the UK?

29. Justice Says: 
August 2nd, 2005 at 9:52 pm

Paula and David Adler ! Who are these people?

DOES ANYONE KNOW IF DARREN HAS BEEN LET OFF HIS LEASH AND RETURNED HOME
FROM THE STATES ?

30. Darren Says: 
August 3rd, 2005 at 2:54 am

Easy to be opinionated when you hide behind a fake name “Justice”. Why does my whereabouts



concern you?

31. tp Says: 
August 3rd, 2005 at 7:34 am

Adlers? Never heard of this before but I’m guessing these were aliases, aka david and esther
crownborn? Is this true? Could somebody elaborate?

32. Defrauded Says: 
August 3rd, 2005 at 8:58 am

Opinionated : I want my payment .

Ripped off by liars and cheats

33. des Says: 
August 3rd, 2005 at 10:25 am

‘easy to be opinionated’

after working for a ‘company’ like gmv, its very easy to be opinionated darren…

I just hope you can look at yourself in the mirror, I seen one of the letters signed by YOU that was sent
out…digusting, full of lies and accusations that never happend, If youd like to email me we could set up
a meeting (since you dont like hiding behind fake names) and you can confront me face to face, heres
my email

Detboyear@hotmail.com

Some how I dont think ill be hearing from you…
the word spineless comes to mind.
suzie picked a real winner…god help her.

34. MakeNoMistake Says: 
August 3rd, 2005 at 1:40 pm

Darren ,

The whereabouts of the crownborns and their associates corcern me

BECAUSE they are wanted by the authorities and I will have satisfaction.

35. AidingAndAbetting Says: 
August 3rd, 2005 at 4:54 pm

conspiracy and assistance in criminal activities ?

36. Alex Crownborn Jr. Says: 
August 3rd, 2005 at 8:56 pm

Here’s the lowdown on the legals. All the employees will be paid their outstanding wages out of the
insolvency fund in the Department of Enterprise. However, the drawback is that the Department only
pays out once a liquidator has been appointed! This will probably never happen because none of the
creditors will force the issue legally because it would be a waste of time and money. HRH won their
case, great, but they will never see a penny because the directors have left the country and there are no



assets either. Likewise, a liquidator would only take up an appointment if he thinks there is money in it
for him (i.e. assets to be sold). The State itself will eventually pursue a liquidation but it could take up to
10 years. This is the only way we get paid (liquidation, insolvency fund), all other legal routes, the
Revenue or publicity will be a waste of time and money. I have a feeling the P45s were sent out to give
the impression that everything will be sorted because I can’t help feeling that they don’t want Esther to
be declared bankrupt in Ireland as well (she already has a record in the UK). BTW, Darren has
converted to whatever bush religion the Ardeys belong to thus, count him out of any discussion. Waste
of time. Faith and Jim Nelson are still in the country. Faith has been spotted regularly picking up
GMV’s mail at 41, Lower Baggot Street.

37. tdc Says: 
August 5th,  2005 at 11:29 am

If the principals are back in the US, most likely Texas, they I suggest someone gets in touch with Texas
State Attorney Generals Office in Austin and makes a complaint.

I dont know how good the SAG’s Office is in Texas but I had a very good personal experience with the
California SAG Office when dealing with problems like this.

If they cannot help you directly, they will tell you where you can get help.

Here is the main website

http://www.oag.state.tx.us/index.shtml

If the principals have any assets in the US then the US legal system makes it very straight -forward to
track these people down, get a judgement, and help you recover what they owe you.

38. Alex Crownborn Jr. Says: 
August 5th,  2005 at 2:54 pm

Who is Suzie, is she the Senorita Darren had to “share” with David? He must still be holing out with
them in the States. Nobody would blog at 3 in the morning unless of course, David was “busy” with
Suzie. Maybe it comes with the religion.

39. tp Says: 
August 5th,  2005 at 3:03 pm

To tdc:

Why do you say most likely Texas?

40. Alex Crownborn Jr. Says: 
August 5th,  2005 at 5:12 pm

I agree, it is most likely Florida. Didn’t Paula White put them up in one of her houses? Or how about
London? Check out this link: http://www.ukdata.com/company-listings/Yb-1.html. All of the YBN
registered companies in the UK belong to Esther Crownborn and Deborah King.

41. spy Says: 
August 6th,  2005 at 12:13 am

It sure is Florida,and Darren is with them playing the puppet on a string,
give it time they will be got.



42. tp Says: 
August 8th,  2005 at 11:45 am

I’d like to know where Lori Ross fits into all of this. She is / was the company’s lawyer and is also very
well connected (US ambassador’s wife). If she has also been ripped off by this company, surely she is a
force to be reckoned with. If she is still working for the company, then we have a serious scandal on our
hands. Anyone know what her status is?

43. Alex Crownborn Jr. Says: 
August 8th,  2005 at 12:35 pm

Like Darren, she’s still working with them. I’m sure somebody in the Embassy and the press will be
delighted to find out that the wife of one of its diplomats is actively hiding people who are wanted by
the authorities.

44. a nony mou Says: 
August 8th,  2005 at 1:22 pm

The current US ambassador to Ireland is James C. Kenny.

Is Lori S Ross using her maiden name?

Can it be confirmed that she is the wife of the ambassador?

This would be very important to confirm.

thanks

45. Alex Crownborn Jr. Says: 
August 8th,  2005 at 2:21 pm

Don’t think she is the wife of the actual ambassador. I thought her husband is a US diplomat or private
secretary/civil servant at the embassy.

46. AidingAndAbetting Says: 
August 8th,  2005 at 3:36 pm

has anybody made a complaint to the oficce of corporate enforcement ?

47. tp Says: 
August 8th,  2005 at 4:15 pm

AidingAndAbetting: yes

48. Another ex-employee Says: 
August 8th,  2005 at 5:22 pm

Have tried to ring Alex Fitzgerald, the mobile number is disconnected. Is there any point in sending
some of this stuff to the Gerry Ryan Show, I’m sure he would be a big supporter of this fiasco and will
bring it back into the mainstream again.
Have a look at www.badbusinessbureau.com, report there highlighting all the company names they have
used!
If more people publish to this site and more rip-off-reports are compiled about this shower of thieves
we might be able to get the authorities in the US involved.



49. AidingAndAbetting Says: 
August 9th,  2005 at 1:15 pm

Wtf , what are the authorities doing about this ?

50. AidingAndAbetting Says: 
August 9th,  2005 at 3:02 pm

tp : have you followed up wth ODCE on your complaint ?

Office director Corporate enforcement ?

what is the status ?

call joan : 013583830

51. tp Says: 
August 9th,  2005 at 4:27 pm

AidingAndAbetting / joan: mail me at
tpbholio@gmail.com
and give me some more details about who you are and what you’re looking for. sorry, paranoia is
running high..

52. ad Says: 
August 10th,  2005 at 11:10 am

All of this “call so-and-so on this number” crap is a little late. To the best of my knowledge all of the
relevant details were lodged with the relevant people well over a month ago. This would include Rights
Commissioners, Office of Corporate Enforcement, Revenue, 2 TDs, Mary Harney etc. etc. Short of
kidnapping Bertie and reading out a list of complaints to him there’s not a whole lot more people can do
or indeed should be expected to do. I’ve a case myself coming up against them for non-payment of
wages which is scheduled for late September, not that I expect any of the GMV people to show up at all,
at all.

Basic facts here from what I can see are that the “Crownborns” and their cohorts have legged it, never
to return and will probably be trying out a new version of their scam wherever they pitch up next
whether it be Florida, the UK, Nigeria, whatever.

The simple explanation for all of this is that they are criminals who know exactly what they are doing
and have likely done it before. In my opinion the people who stayed ’til the end as employees are naive
and misguided at best and in on some sort of scam or just plain greedy at worst. To be bleating now
about your payment when you watched security guards on the door denying ex-employees access is a
little rich. The ones who have gone with them to Florida are either totally brainwashed or are in on
whatever the next fleecing job is going to be. Pretty simple. Don’t think anyone (including myself) is
going to get any more money they’re owed seeing as they’ve legged it and there’s no assets (as far as I
know) remaining to be divvied out. Hardly surprising considering it was a ghost company to begin with
that didn’t pay its employees or creditors and existed only to swindle money off the nutter christian
investors. Some serious questions should probably be asked of their “legal representatives” and a few
others somewhere along the line though.

All in all I’d put it down to a cautionary tale. Let the people who are meant to be investigating this do it
and otherwise forget about it except to the extent that it’ll be a right old laugh when they finally get
nailed with their gimpo Irish acolytes in tow. What goes around comes around and with a bunch of



nutjobs like that it shouldn’t take long.

That’s my take on it anyway.

53. Alex Crownborn Jr. Says: 
August 10th,  2005 at 2:28 pm

To ad:

Good summary, you put it really well. However, please look at one of my entries earlier, your labour
court case (like mine and all the others) will go nowhere but I proceeded with it as it might assist in
forcing GMV into liquidation. And that is the way we all get paid out of the insolvency fund (see
above). Wouldn’t that be the best satisfaction to get, to get paid afterall while the
Ardeys/Adlers/Crownborns and Darren, Aisling, etc. are on the breadline in Florida until another
Evangelist gives them money to burn which he himself swindled off weak people who think they can
find God or whatever else is missing in their life. In the meantime, there has been renewed interest by
the gardai and the press and I am sure that Darren will never work in this country again and that the
Christian nutter Brendan, Lavelle Coleman and Lori Ross’ husband will have some explaining to do to
the authorities. You’re right, what goes around comes around and while the legals continue in the
background let’s all continue to work on the insolvency fund situation so that we get some last shillings
eventually.

54. Vesa Says: 
August 10th,  2005 at 5:22 pm

Here’s another to add to the list

VESA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LIMITED
Registered No. 05260203[ Status: Not Analysed ]
27 OLD GLOUCESTER STREET LONDON WC1N 3XX WC1N 3XX

55. Alex Crownborn Jr. Says: 
August 10th,  2005 at 5:46 pm

To ad II:

One other thing, you are a small bit harsh on some of the employees who stayed until the collapse. Don’t
forget, the Crownborns got almost all of the employees from job agencies, i.e. most of them were
unemployed before GMV. Thus, it was not a case of being greedy but rather a case of surval and trying
to find a new job while GMV lasted. True, you had others like the Evangelists (e.g. Jim Nelson, Avril,
Faith), the Loyalists (Aisling, Lori Ross, Fitzgerald) and the Converted Evangelists (Darren) who were
in it for other reasons but the majority got ripped off big time. Speaking of being ripped off, the best part
of the scam is that the Evangelist nutter (Brendan) who lost over a million to the Crownborns told the
gardai that the Crownborns had done nothing wrong! Luckily some of the creditors and authorities do
not share his “beliefs”. I am sure the new scam is at full swing in the US and Darren has probably been
made CEO of GMV Mexico by now.

56. Alex Crownborn Jr. Says: 
August 10th,  2005 at 6:22 pm

To add III:

BTW, this guy Brendan owns/runs a shop in Capel Street, D1. Does anybody know the name of the
shop? Perhaps Joe Higgins could co-ordinate a picket at the premises. If this guy is happy to hand over



a million plus to the Crownborns in order to please his Lord then he may be equally happy to stump up
another hundred grand to pay off all outstanding salaries on behalf of his Lord.

57. Incredible Says: 
August 11th,  2005 at 8:35 am

I heard that Deborah woz arrested and appeared in court in relation to the HRM warrents and claimed
not o know the full goings on and that she had merely signed the directors forms, she played the fool
and got away with it . Esther sent word that she would not return from the states . The judge appears to
have done nothing

farce

58. Vesa Says: 
August 11th,  2005 at 12:43 pm

Victory Christian Fellowship, (Bookstore and Church)
35 Westland Row,
Dublin 2
01- 661 0388

Investors
Pastors: Brendan & Sheila Hade
www.victory.ie
http://www.dublinchurches.com/churches/259.htm

Also believed to be linked to Victory Christian Fellowship Drug Rehab in Ossory Rd Ind estate East
Wall D.3 (it has been alleged is in receipt of government funding?)

Other investor/s

connected to

Southside Vineyard (Crownborns attended this church)
Gerry Byrne and Leaders: ,Sean & Debbie Byrne

Riverbank house, Ballyboden rd
Rathfarnham
Dublin 6W

Telephone: 4937469
Mon to Fri 10:00am until 1:00pm

Email: office@dublinvineyard.ie
Website: www.dublinvineyard.ie

Morning Service: Sunday: 11:00am Spawell Leisure Centre in Templeogue, (no morning service the last
Sunday of the month)
Evening Service: Sunday: 7:00pm Spawell Leisure Centre in Templeogue, only on the last Sunday of the
month.

http://www.dublinchurches.com/churches/258.htm

59. Bren H Says: 



August 11th,  2005 at 1:09 pm

Hey GMV Disgruntlees!! Still No Cash? Don’t be sad!

CHECK IT OUT OUR NEXT R3V
Friday August 19th

At R3V you’ll find a live DJ, dance floor, bar, pool, table tennis, darts, wacky dramas, crazy short
teachings, the REV band, lots of multimedia and much more…

The purpose of R3V is to have a hang-out available to people who don’t want to get caught up in what
the world has to offer, but a place where they can socialise at their ease with other Christians.

R3V stands for REVOLUTION, REVELATION & REVIVAL”The Three REVs”

http://www.victory.ie/newsite/html/rev.htm

RSVP

Brendan Hade,
Victory Christian Fellowship,
35 Westland Row,
Dublin 2
01- 661 0388

Who needs money when you’ve got GOD on your side?

60. www.justdontstop.net Says: 
August 11th,  2005 at 7:42 pm

For anyone that would like to get in touch with darren Murphy and maybe question him and his
involvement with GMV 

TOMRILAND,
LARAGH,
BRAY,
CO. WICKLOW
PHONE +353 86 3729551
E-MAIL DARR3N@EIRCOM.NET / darrenomurchu@gmail.com

http://www.justdontstop.net/darrenmurphy_cv.doc

61. S HADE Says: 
August 13th,  2005 at 3:05 am

TO BREN H

Two words you use DISGRUNTlEES and CHRISTIANS you must have been taught these by the master
himself or maybe David Crownborn.
If your little attempt at advertising is an invitation well NO THANKS.

I wonder Mr Bren H if your such a good christian do you think that what all these people have been put
through in the last few months at the hands of the Crownborns is right?



“WHO NEEDS MONEY WHEN YOU HAVE GOD” well maybe he’s waiting until christmas because
he has’nt arrived to pay any of the bills that these people were left with after being ripped off by YOUR
SO CALLED CHRISTIAN FRIENDS’

62. Recruitment Agencies Says: 
August 16th,  2005 at 2:26 pm

How and whay was this allowed to happen .

Surely the Recruitment agencies are not without blame here either .

Revenue has been ripped off too

This farce continues .

63. Recruitment Agencies Says: 
August 23rd, 2005 at 11:51 am

How and whay was this allowed to happen .

Surely the Recruitment agencies are not without blame here either .

Revenue has been ripped off too

This farce continues .

64. tp Says: 
August 24th,  2005 at 7:58 am

Yeah, I was a bit peeved with the recruitment agency that set me up with them too. It seemed they pulled
the wool over everyone’s eyes, including the recruiters. They way they seemed to have done it was quite
clever though:

GMV recruited under the name YBN International. YBN was the company that was then vetted by the
agencies - and it would have checked out because it was once a reputable company before it was 
“bought” (and I use the term loosely) by GMV.

When I got my interview, it was for a company called YBN International, or at least, that was what the
recruiter was told. However, my contract was not with YBN. I never worked for YBN so the recruiters
couldn’t claim any finders fees for me. At least, that’s how it looks to me - but I’m a techie and not a
legal / recruitment expert (clearly not else I’d never have had the misfortune to run into that shower!).

One thing is for certain: these rip-off merchants are not stupid, they are quite adept at side-stepping the
law.

65. Harry Says: 
August 25th,  2005 at 9:00 am

In preparing for the Meeting on the 30th, my legal representative has advised all ex-employees
identifing a representative that can attend meetings / vote on their behalf. Anybody interested in taking
on this role?

66. confused Says: 
August 27th,  2005 at 10:57 pm



what meeting? Hav’nt heard anything about a meeting.

67. tp Says: 
August 29th,  2005 at 7:50 am

There is a meeting on August 30th in Buswells hotel on Molesworth St. to appoint a liquidator I think
it’s at 11am (someone please confirm). I got a letter about it last week. I won’t be able to get to it
myself, but I was advised that it is not critical that I attend. The deal is that a liquidator will be
appointed to try and sort out the creditors. As somebody stated above, it is very unlikely that any
liquidator would touch this because there wouldn’t appear to be any money left to pay his/her fee. On
the list of people to be paid in case of liquidation, the liquidator is first and the payroll is second.

I can’t recall the exact time of the meeting so maybe someone would be able to post more details?

The good thing is that once the liquidator is appointed, the ownership of Paracletes Technologies is
turned over to him/her (or the accountancy firm doing it or whatever). At least after that stage we’ll have
a contact to find out more solid information from.

Is anyone here going to be attending the meeting?

68. Recruitment Agencies Says: 
August 29th,  2005 at 10:59 am

Buswells hotel

Liquidation meeting

Aug30
10 am

69. tp Says: 
August 30th,  2005 at 1:25 pm

Would anyone care to update us on how the meeting went?

70. Recruitment Agencies Says: 
August 30th,  2005 at 2:16 pm

Faith Fisher, is now director of YBN International , chaired the meeting , and was un-ashamedly advised
by a solicitor , Brian Bailey of Lavelle Coleman.

Fisher is an employee of GMV UK.
Fisher said she is satisfied with YBN International affairs .
Directors statement of estimated affairs was issued to assembled Creditors.

Bailey seemed to be very confused as to how the board had met and where and how had Esther
Crownborn delivered her proxy.

YBN International are now locked out of their registerd offices

Creditors listed included many well know companies and recruitment agencies as well as the collector
general.

The meeting was opened to questions.



Apparently Deborah King has resigned , and is feeling ill.
Esther Crownborn was not present and location not revealed .

Ms Fisher attempted to answer various questions about YBN and their activities but apparently not to
the satisfaction of the meeting.
Fisher did not seem to be capable of answering explicit questions regarding YBN and its association
with GMV and Paracletes
Fisher was not able to account for the misgudence given various companies by YBN International
employees Alex Fitzgerald and Jim Nelson.
Fisher was not able to account for the activities of David Crownborn

There was some debate as to the validity of Esther Crownborns proxy.
This was overridden by the chairman of the meeting , Fisher , as advised by Bailey.

The chairman, Fisher, refused to allow the creditors time to meet privately on two occasions.

The Boards candiate as liquidator was appointed

71. BeeLine Says: 
August 30th,  2005 at 2:22 pm

A sham - no ESTHER, no DAVID, just Faith having her chain pulled by the rep of Lavelle Coleman.
The guy from Talent recruitment agency tried to expose them as shelf companies set up to absorb debt,
but all the questions were met with ‘not aware’ answers. Faith was pooing her pants, calimed to know all
about YBN but had to take the whispered advice from the solicitor to pretty much every question - it
was all too much for her! Typical fall guy stuff.

72. Marc Fitz Says: 
August 30th,  2005 at 3:54 pm

Bates attempted to access the ‘Paracletes’ meeting and was told by Mr. Brian Baily of Lavelle Coleman
that he would not be allowed into the meeting because he was not an employee of the company but a 
‘GMV’ employee. He then contacted a colleague who requested Bates to proxy for him. His colleague
taxied his ‘Paracletes’ employment contract and payslips to Buswells. Baily again refused Bates access
claiming the proxy had to be received by 4pm yesterday; the fact that Ms. Esther Crownborns proxy was
not received prior to the meeting or that most of the ‘Paracletes’ employees were not given any
notification of the meeting, nor that the Claims for monies due to both Employees and Creditors are
wholly inadequate does not come into it!!?

What an absolute farce, SHAME ON YOU BAILY!

73. des Says: 
August 30th,  2005 at 4:30 pm

Faith fisher - from tea girl to director. I wonder what the secret to her overnight success is?

74. BeeLine Says: 
August 30th,  2005 at 4:49 pm

They wanted to keep the creditors of YBN and Paracletes apart, and the meetings down to an absolute
minimum in terms of attendance. The guy Brian from the recruitment agency was apparently the only
person at both meetings. He told me he was trying to expose both companies as ghosts so that the
creditors had cause to go after gmv for their money. Because if this can be proven then the same can be
said for gmv. He told me it was clear that YBN and paracletes were using the same facilities, space,



electric, staff and for example 6 recruiters on the list of YBN but none on Paracletes? According to him
he was making life very uncomfortable for Faith and the Lavelle Coleman solicitor until Gerry Byrne
stuck his pipe in ‘are we gonna get any money back’.

Wasn’t Gerry Byrne a fellow worshipper of the Crownborns and an investor in Paracletes? Not so
clever now is he?

Brian from Talent agency said the full story was going to be put on a site called irishdev.com tomorrow.

75. Irate Says: 
August 30th,  2005 at 5:30 pm

the insults from these people keep on coming .

I hope the press cover this farce in Full .

There are many people who know exactly how the Crownborns operated GMV . To say that there is no
connection between these companies in a falsehood

76. Claire Says: 
August 31st,  2005 at 2:47 pm

WOW!!!

I’m amazed (though I shouldn’t be) at whats been going on over the past few months!!! I chose to forget
about it and move on but in light of the court dates coming up I decided to put in my few thoughts!!
Hope I don’t bore you!!

I escaped the clutches of “Dr.” Crownborn (much to his surprise I think!!!) As you can see I’m not
afraid to show who I am because I have done nothing wrong and have nothing to be ashamed off. In
hindsight there were many signs to the scam that was unfolding but these “christians” intentially preyed
on the less experienced, recent graduates and lured us with empty promises……I’ve certainly learned
my lesson but that by know means gives them the right to treat people the way they did!!

I was one of the “lucky” ones to travel with them and witness them in their Christian services and it
made me sick to the stomach to see them agreeing with the preachings, nodding there heads in
agreement with the sermons about living your life like chrisitans and treating people well, even now I
can remember so clearly how they spoke that it was so wrong to “break bread with people” and then
insult them behind their backs when all along thats exactly what they were doing. I’m by no means one
of these evangelists but I have a certain amount of respect for what they believe and it was sick to watch
David and Esther performing for these people, Esther was the worst because I know she said some nasty
things behind my back all the time pretending to my face. I think thats the worst part for me in all this,
not necessarily the money (which is obviously hugely annoying and desperately needed) its the way that
I was treated, its the way that they manipulate people and exploit their weaknesses, I’m proud that I
stood up to Daivd Crownborn, I can walk away and live with myself knowing that I wasn’t weakened in
his attempts to bring me into his “Circle of trust” (and believe me he tried). As much as you are all
angry at people like Darren, Tara, Ashling or whoever, they all have their own reasons for staying, I
can’t see why and I feel sorry for them but I’m not going to judge them because I’ve witnessed David
work his “magic” on these people and it’s unfortunate for them that they believe his lies and just hope
that when thay do escape that they wont have lost too much!

There’s so much more that I can share but we all have our own stories from this experience just don’t let
it take over your life, fight for what is ours and hope that the real criminals are brought to the knees (and



promise me a front row seat……man would I love to see it!!) Good luck to everyone that has a court
date at the end of September…I’ll see you there!!!

77. Alex Crownborn Jr. Says: 
August 31st,  2005 at 4:58 pm

Are u telling me that Gerry Byrne showed up as a Paracletes creditor? That’s amazing because he and
Brendan Hade were the “sole owners” of the various companies and businesses since the only money
YBNI, GMV and Paracletes ever had came from those two guys.

I wouldn’t be surprised if the Recruitment agencies pursue this further and take Paula Ardey to court for
reckless trading. There are so many ex-employees and clients who could testify to this effect that they
could easily prove their case.

Speaking of ex-employees, it was interesting to see who is still with them in the GMV US Christian
scam. Apart from the usual suspects like Alex Fitz, Holy Jim Nelson and Darren, the meeting also
revealed that Lori Ross (I think it is time the press get in touch with the [name edited] Embassy), Tony
Casey (real surprise, always thought he was a decent bloke) and Andy Bate (hope he doesn’t have to 
“share” his girlfriend with David in the same way Darren has to) are also still employed by GMV UK
Ltd.

78. Not Funny Says: 
August 31st,  2005 at 5:45 pm

Lori Ross was recruited by Brightwater apparently .

They have not been paid obviously .
Fitzgerald and Nelson led them on their little no-pay scam

Bailey was very surprised and confused when the Brightwater representative at the meeting told him
this.

This was very strange indeed .

79. Barry Paterson Says: 
August 31st,  2005 at 9:23 pm

Now that’s an interesting point, one Tony Casey still working in GMV. Faith Fisher, recently appointed
Director of YBN and Paracletes was asked by a representative of HRM if Tony was an employee of
Paracletes (this was in the Paracletes creditors meeting). Her reply was ‘he was no longer an employee
of Paracletes. I then asked her, in her capacity as Office Administrator to GMV to confirm to the lady
from HRM if Tony Casey was an employee of GMV. She replied ’she was not aware if he was’ which
was the stock answer given to most of the question directed at her.
Are you able to confirm for sure that Tony Casey is working for gmv?

80. Barry Paterson Says: 
August 31st,  2005 at 9:34 pm

I would also welcome any comments regarding the activity of YBN and Paracletes.

According to Faith Fisher, and confirmed by Brian Bailey of Lavelle Coleman, there were strategic plans
to bring both companies back from the brink.

Infact, Faith read a statement at the beginning of each meeting. The statement relating to Paracletes cited



the unfounded and false allegations made in the media being the prominent reason for Paracletes being
unable to obtain customers and further funding and hence leading to the downfall of Paracletes.

I personally challenged this point.

If this wereWhy then had GMV not gone down, and why had she not cited this at all for YBN?

I also asked her to explain the ’sales function’ of Paracletes and YBN. She said this was the
responsibility of Esther and Esther alone.

A one woman exercise??

Quite incredible considering, according to the statement of affairs of YBN and Paracletes that the
Crownborns had invested or loaned (even Brian Bailey kept contradicting himself whether the money
was loaned or invested) close to €3m!!

81. Alex Crownborn Jr. Says: 
August 31st,  2005 at 10:33 pm

Yep, the entire employee situation is quite weird. Some of them were apparently employees of YBNI,
some were employed by Paracletes and others were employed by GMV, yet the last payslips and tax
documentation of almost all employees showed GMV as the employer. Also, at the creditors meetings
GMV was referred to as an UK company by Bailey on numerous occasions however, this is not true. Its
Irish reg. no. is 9982723C.
The subject of Tony Casey came up at the YBNI meeting as well and it was a similar scenario as in the
Paracletes one above but there was some implicit acknowledgement in Faith Fisher’s second response
that lead attendees to believe that she was indeed confirming that Tony Casey is still employed by
GMV. Brightwater shouldn’t drop the Lori Ross scenario either because it is political dynamite (with
her husband being a top diplomat at the US embassy) especially if the arrest warrant against Esther
Paula Ardey Crownborn is still being upheld at this point in time.

82. DamienM Says: 
September 1st,  2005 at 11:01 am

Hi All

Haven’t checked here is a while, I wonder if yall remember me I’m happy to see the flag is still being
carried.

I can’t believe some of the stuff thats been going on,
Who the hell is Paula Ardey, an alias? if so, thats too funny. What are those people on.

Anyway
I contacted the liquidator the other day, he reckons its best to forget about the labour court case as the
process he is currently running pretty much negates it. he didn’t tell me I shouldn’t go with it, but that
its prolly of little use.

Whats the best course?
What will i get from the labour comm, that i won’t from the liquidator.
Whats yer general position out there

83. DamienM Says: 
September 1st,  2005 at 11:32 am



Anyone know Paracletes Technology register number, if you YBN’s that ‘d be handy too

84. tp Says: 
September 1st,  2005 at 12:32 pm

From the CRO website:

PARACLETES TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
number: 390262

Note they have had 2 changes in directors recently (27/5/2005 & 31/5/2005).

YBN INTERNATIONAL IRELAND LIMITED
number: 385728

Also had directors changes on same days plus a change in registered office.

85. Lotus Says: 
September 1st,  2005 at 6:28 pm

Hi all,
This is all very confusing…If your payslip only ever said Global Mobile Vision on it where does that
leave you???? Is GMV different from the others or is it gone into liquidation as well???Where does it
leave us all in the long run, will we ever see any monies at all or will they get away with this crap???
As for Faith, silly silly brainwashed girl, why oh why put yourself on the line for someone else like that?
? She’ll never work here again! None of them will. And if Tony is still with them and hasn’t been paid
what a sad day. Is he now part of the cult too???Is Andy???
Any advice would be helpful and why are Lavelle Coleman heading up this case for people who very
very obviously don’t pay their bills, are they brainwashed as well, caus they won’t get paid either!!!
Fools.

86. andrew Says: 
September 2nd, 2005 at 5:34 pm

I’d imagine Lavelle Coleman are being paid in full and have been since the get-go. Any smart criminal
nutter would know enough make sure that the first person to pay is the lawyer ‘cos they’re the ones who
bail you out. Screw anyone else.

Anytime i’ve mentioned Lavelle to anyone at all, in various different circumstances (it’s the first time
i’d ever heard of them) the reaction was exactly the same. “ooooohhhhh……them….” and nothing
direct said but at the very least a very strong hint that they are well known for taking any old case from
the dogiest fuckers on earth and not really worrying about it. i’d imagine the ‘crownborns’ would not
exactly be out of keeping with the profile of a lot of their other clients.

anyway, this shit will run and run…people will do strange things in strange situations and well…anyone
who’s still involved with these wankers, darren et al, knock yourselves out…it’s a long way down.

on a random note i’m hoping the claire who posted up above is the artist formerly known as ‘clur’ ‘cos i
meet her during my time in that madhouse, thought she was nice person, and was kind of worried about
her position after some of her earlier posts. Sooo…if it is the same person then good to have you back,
sounds like you had a pretty narrow escape.

right so, that’s my lot.



laters,

a

87. the Grand Waz00 Says: 
September 5th,  2005 at 8:19 am

If you missed yesterday’s Sunday Business Post:

http://www.sbpost.ie/post/pages/p/story.aspx-qqqid=7650-qqqx=1.asp

88. Not Funny Says: 
September 5th,  2005 at 8:29 am

The Sunday Business Post has learned that two directors of the group, David and Esther Crownborn,
have relocated to the US in recent months. It is understood that the ODCE and the Garda Fraud Squad
are attempting to track down the couple.

89. Barnabas Says: 
September 5th,  2005 at 9:45 pm

I understand people are airing their frustrations, but I have to say that I am somewhat saddened by some
of the comments made; everyone has a right to make choices whether you agree with them or not. So
quit pointing fingers and judging people and try and do something constructive instead. Don’t you know
that what you say can either build up or destroy? And I know it takes a lot more effort and time to build
something which is far more valuable…

90. tp Says: 
September 6th,  2005 at 7:26 am

So what have you built then barabas? Sounds like you’ve been going to the church of crownborn.

91. Not Funny Says: 
September 6th,  2005 at 9:22 am

Barnabas

why dont you go and take a hike .
Keep your claptrap outta this .

People in this case have been trying to build careers and businesses to support lives and families. Not
much consideration was given to them by the Crownborns and their buddies — In fact they are the ones
who have done the damage and drawn this kind of criticism on themselves .

92. paul Says: 
September 6th,  2005 at 10:51 am

can somebody explain to me the connection with this story and victory church in dublin

paul

93. Camden Says: 
September 6th,  2005 at 1:23 pm

Barnabas…may i ask what is in this for you? do you know these people?Be honest if you can



94. Sandra Says: 
September 6th,  2005 at 2:08 pm

Hi all,

I logged on to this a few days ago but I didn’t have a chance to reply until today. I haven’t been
involved in any of this for a while (I needed some time to get over it all) but was initially quite shocked
to read about the people who are still involved in this farce, but when I thought back on things, I think
most of us were aware that all was not right with some of the people working in GMV.

I understand people saying not to judge the people who stayed on but come on, you must realise that
your judgement would be questioned in this situation.

Like Claire above (who I’m pretty sure is not ‘Clur’) I also have no problem showing my name. I have
absolutely nothing to be ashamed of and am proud to say I was not prepared to work in such a
intimidating atmosphere. I hope all of you who left GMV are doing well and are happy in your new
(and I’m sure normal) companies.

Now, regarding the court cases, can anyone explain what will happen, or what we have to bring with us
on the day?

Thanks a mil,

Sandra

95. deee Says: 
September 7th,  2005 at 8:44 am

just to confirm the ‘claire’ is clur, and for those that was worried about her, shes doing fine, got a new
job and is moving on.

Barnabas, Thats some fine crownborn babble you spat out , almost david brent like, fantastic. I suppose
youll be quoting the bible next.

Basically the people who stayed, theres nothing really much to it. They’ve been blinded by greed,
offered extra money, comfortable living arrangements and a more secure life..but when the house of
cards falls down to nothing, good luck to the likes of Darren, Suzie (his rent a gf) and Jim trying find
work in this country…

96. Audi Says: 
September 10th,  2005 at 6:18 pm

Hi Guys,

Good to see some of you have managed to get new jobs. Just started a new one myself, and even though
I’m down about 9K from this “summer from hell” and want to just move on and put it in the past, I
don’t think I’ll be able to until some sort of justice is served and we recoup some of our losses.
I feel addicted to the updates and scanning the internet waiting for their “house of cards” as dee calls it
to come crashing down around them. Any more news on this fraud squad investigation into the
crownborn/adlers (what the hell is this crap about aliases, who are these prople really???)
Any news on the other Claire if the one above is CLur? I’m sure she would
have some revealing info as she was away with them a few times.
Another question if you were only ever employed by GMV and not one of the other smoke and mirror



companies where does that leave you?
Would love to meet up with some of you guys for drinks and a natter. Bugger this paranoia sure we
have nothing more to loose!!!!! Already lost as much as we are going to!

Talk to you guys soon, and keep on fightin the good fight!

Aud

97. pissedoff Says: 
September 12th,  2005 at 12:51 pm

does anyone have a contact number for Mary Harney’s office or who would you have to contact to find
out about this so called goverment investigation?

98. Camden Says: 
September 12th,  2005 at 1:27 pm

Anyone seen this, gives an address for “david C”. Any of you news agencies, village et cetera, got any
resources out there

http://www.alphanim.com/newspdf/050418_gmv_nokia_eng.pdf

99. hoot Says: 
September 12th,  2005 at 3:48 pm

there is no investigation

100. Claire Says: 
September 19th,  2005 at 7:31 pm

Hi all!!
Well let me put you out of your misery…..I’m not “Clur”, however I’ll take it as a compliment cause as
Andrew said she was pretty cool and I too hope she’s well. I am the Claire that Audi was asking about,
you know the one that David made everyone sing happy birthday to….twice (the horror!!). I’m doing
ok, unfortunately I have not been able to secure employment elsewhere and finally had to swallow my
pride last week and sign on but I refuse to let it get me down. I’m due into the LRC on the 30th and
hopefully something good will come of it, it really peeves me to see that so many good people were
taking advantage of by these “people”, (I use the term loosely!!) Although what annoys me more is that
our beloved government let these people leave the country, whats up with that??? And yes I too I’m
curious to know what happened to that “investigation” that was being carried out?? I have this horrible
feeling that it’ll be a long wait before the house of cards fall but I live in hope!!

PS. Sandra, good to hear from you, hope your well and I still have your shoes and jacket!!!

101. Day--vid Says: 
September 20th,  2005 at 11:08 am

where am I ?
whats my name ?

102. Day--vid Says: 
September 30th,  2005 at 1:04 pm

where am I ?



whats my name ?

103. Camden Says: 
October 7th,  2005 at 8:23 am

Globalmobile site seems to be down

104. Phoenix magazine Says: 
October 11th,  2005 at 2:48 pm

article in Phoenix magazine .

105. Boy from Ibadan Says: 
October 15th,  2005 at 10:56 am

Day–vid Says:

where am I?
whats my name?

Well, this is where you are and what your company name is:

http://royalcom.com/about.htm
http://www.action-streams.com/

You weren’t even hard to find mate because Darren’s design is written all over the websites and if we
can find you so can the police. And there will be no Paula White coming to the rescue.

106. alter_ego Says: 
October 20th,  2005 at 7:14 pm

www.action-streams.com is from darren, just a re-skinngin of the old gmv site

the www.royalcom.com is from a freelance designer they got in to do a flash version of the GMV site,
he was a freelancer based in cork, but wasnt irish, (adam something, cant remember his second name)

this (www.royalcom.com) is what he made back in may, even one of the animated silouhettes is his girl
friend, they flung him out took the website, accused him of lack luster work…now theyve put his work
online…cheap.

and those paula white graphics are the ones i worked on….

well this venture will fail like the rest.

107. Royalcom.com/Globalmobilevision Says: 
October 27th,  2005 at 1:21 pm

if they just paid up in the first place they would not have to bother posting new websites in their
defence. the fact that they have not and will not placate those that they have wronged will ultimately be
their downfall. all investigations would peeter out if they just paid what they owed. If they have the
money for hireing solicitors and relocating to their Bohle offices in LA they have they money to pay
employees. could someone from GMV please come on and give me a reason why you will not pay?
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